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bic ps and triceps

H w

(adverb)
Question

1.In what way or manner.
"How does it work?"
2.Used to express a strong feeling such as
surprise about the extent of something.
" How kind it was of him!"
3. It’s how you feel when you have lots to do.

adverb Comparison (as big as +object)
1.To add a comment
"As you can see, I didn't finish"
(conjunction)
2. (≈while)
“Frank watched TV as he did his homework.”
s
3.=because/since
“I didn't do my homework as I had no time.”
4.= even though
"sweet as he is, he doesn't pay his bills"
5.preposition
6.S
s
To refer to function or character.
(For example)
"He worked as a teacher"
(Preposition) comparison
1.Similar to
2. to draw attention to something.
"He works like a dog" (very hard) “You have to say it like this.”
Lik Conjunction
In the same way that; as.
"people change their minds like/as they change clothes"
As though; as if."I felt like/ as if I hadn’t slept for 2 days"
C nte part
a person or thing that corresponds to or has the same function as another person or
thing in a different place or situation.
"the minister held talks with his French counterpart"
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The journey the and b ck took 5 hours.
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T go and c m b ck
A r nd tr p
n ven
Dish drying rack
Co t rack
Cloth s rack
Sh rack
(a framework, typically with rails, bars, hooks, or pegs, for holding or storing things.)

No m tte h w m
unhappy.

m n

h v ,

question
sentence
Direct question
question
polite
sentence
st
1 2nd
1st 2nd
Where are you from?
Can you tell me where you are from?
Where are those people ? I would like to know where those people are?
1st 2nd
1st 2nd
Where do you live?
I would like to know where you do live.
Do you like to play football? I want to know if do you like to play football.
1st 2nd
2nd 2nd
Where have you been?
I want to know where you have been.
Have you seen John?
I want to know if you have seen John?
Can you speak English? (Direct question)
Can you tell me if you can speak English? (Indirect question)
Should you work more? (Direct question)
I want to know if should you Should work more (Indirect sentence)
Indirect
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